
Kitemare Report 
 

Objectives 
This report aims to alert other riders for the possibility (even if it’s very rare) of injury due to 
kitesurf practice at open sea areas.  
 
Hope that this report could help the kitesurf community to investigate the causes of such rare (but 
high severity) accidents like the one here described.  
 
Even more, I encourage experts/associations/schools/manufactures/fellowships/profissionals in the 
kitesurf market to promote safety guidelines that could minimize these unexpected/extreme rare 
accidents.     

 
Claim 

Before this accident, I was pretty convinced that I was riding 100% safe (of course, only assuming 
others risks of equipment failure, maneuvers errors, or many other common but well know issues). 
So, in just cutting the water at normal speed at perfect wind condition, I really did not have idea that 
I could even lose my life… 
 
At the same time, it should not be any surprise, because nobody/nowhere is free of a fatal accident. 
 
Just a question of statistic: in this case 1:10000??????? 
 
Anyway, it is always better to know the risks rather than not be aware of them, and more knowledge 
about risks can be useful to create/adopt safety procedures.            

 
Summary 

Location  Taíba – Ceará – Brazil 
Date 08/09/2021     13:00 pm 
  
Board type twin tip / bidirectional  140x40 cm 
Board color black with red/white detail (see photo)  
Ride condition   constant medium cruise speed (optimizing upwind edge) 
Ride point open sea, approx. 200m behind shore brake 
  
Wind speed: 17 kt 
Kite size: 8 m 
Rider level: intermediate (2 year) /  >70 sessions in the same point without any injury. 
Rider age: 50 
Rider weight: 62 Kg 
  
Accident short 
description 
 

I was just riding upwind at normal cruise speed and suddenly something hit me (or 
I hit something?) in the back foot, causing two moderate/severe deep cuts.  
This incident did not affect my ride course and instinctively I perceived the 
damage severity (and possible risk of life due to blood loss) and fortunately I could 
go straight forward to the sand coast/home. 

 



Point behavior 
Until the present, there is no report about any shark attack to humans in Taiba. As a surfer with 
35 year experience at all Taiba surf points, I never was told about any occurrence of fish attacks.  
 
Daily, many kitesufers ride at the same point and under similar ride conditions as I was at my 
accident. Until the moment, I do not have noticed any report of such kind of accident. 
 
Usually, a lot of debris reach Taiba beach, specially around the point of this accident. This debris 
includes peaces of wood/boats, tree trunks, dead fishs, etc.  
Debris could be the cause? 
 
Also, in this same area I had sighted turtles (2 or more times), dolphins (at least 2 times) and 
needle fish (several times).  Collision with a fish coud be the cause?    
 
Another remark is that the underwater visibility is usually very low at Taiba (tipically, 1 to 5m, 
color from light brown to green). At the time/local of the accident, objects deeper than 1,5 m 
could not be clearly visible. 
 
Moreover, water is not flat in the accident region, and ocean waves of 0,5m to 1,0m can limit the 
riders sight range.        

 
Possible causes  

(My personal point of view – I´m not a specialist) 
1) Collision with a live fish, dolphin or turtle; 
2) Collision with some kind of debris (wood, large peace of tree, dead fish, etc) 
3) Fish/turtle/dolphin attack.       

 
Special/particular/strange facts 

(Please, help me! Could we associate any of these facts with the reported occurrence? ) 
1) This accident occurred at the first time I was riding a “black” board (just a coincidence or 

the board color could really contribute to a possible fish attack?). In fact, my board got 
broken and I changed to this black one… (see photos). 

2) The board have a detail near the back foot (the one injured). This detail looks like a “bird”. 
Just another coincidence? 

3) The back foot strap was tighter than normal, so the back of my foot was very close to the 
edge of the board. This condition could have contributed to this accident? 

4) Just before this accident, in the first path ride, I almost runned over a needle-fish. This 
situation also occurred with me many times, so I did not managed it as a problem. Also, 
never before no one (or any other fish) hit the board, or jumped over me. Could it be related 
to the accident? 

5) Around the time of the impact, I was focusing at the line coast and trying to keep the most 
upwind as possible, so I did not take care about any objects under or close to water (of 
course, if there was some object floating I would had detected it). If I had given more 
attention to the water surface instead could I had detected something in advance and 
had avoided this accident? 

 



 
Investigation details 

(Please, help me! Until the moment I could not find an reasonable explication… ) 
1) There are no marks in the board (also, I do not remember of any impact on it). 
2) One cut (the larger one) was in the side of the foot and could be explained by the direction of 

the ride speed. But the other cut (in the bottom) was almost in the other side of the foot, 
away from my speed direction. 

3) At first, the foot should be completely resting in the pad or board. How could something hit 
it so strongly in such more inaccessible location?   

 

 
Rider accident impression 

(The human brain is amazing!) 
As I felt the impact, instinctively an “EMERGENCY LIGHT” appeared in my mind, like a high 
life risk warning: “Mayday, Mayday; something really bad happened, probably I’m losing tons 
of blood and soon I will faint.. Go as fast as possible to land…” 
What was amazing was the fact that until this moment I did not see any blood, did not saw any 
detail of the foot damage, and had almost no pain… Instead the “hot” feeling in the foot together 
with numbness and a strange sensation of lost a big foot area triggered this emergency alert in 
my mind. 
The bad part is that I was so focused in continuously riding safe to land, that I did not take a look 
backwards to investigate the cause of the impact. 
I do not remember any detail precisely, but at first I thought that something hit me very strongly 
coming from behind my foot, but I don’t remember to see any large object or fish close to me  
before, after or even at the exact time of the impact. The impact was really fast and “hard”.        

 

Rider lucky 
(Thanks God!) 

In this session, I just start to ride as usual, off-shore downwind direction, passed by the shore 
break, and made the transition 400m after, started return keeping upwind edge and the impact 
occurred 200m after.  
So fortunately I was close to home and almost directly pointing to my normal land exit (so in 
just 2 minutes I was at land). 
Some times I make upwind to other surf points up to 2,5 km upwind/downwind from home… it 
could be really worst…      

 
 

My personal lessons and new safety guide 
(Please! Help me! which ones make sense?)  

1) Do not ride dark color boards in the sea; 
2) Do not ride boards with drawings that looks like a bird. 
3) Riding off-shore, always wear at least a neoprene wet suit sock (or long wetsuit). 
4) In case of sight a fish, double attention of surrounding signs and return immediately to shore 

break. 
5) Take more attention in the forward water surface ride path (instead of focus in the land or 

horizon).   
 



 

Conclusions 
I never expected such kind of accident. (before it, I thought there is absolutey no risk).  
 
Hope that this report can help all of us to understand the risks of kitesurfing and to 
share/promote good practices that could minimize these rare events. 
 
Finally, this kind of accident seems to be extremely rare and should not be motivation to avoid 
kitesurfing. (if you just seat in a surfboard at the sea, there also a probability to be hit by a flying 
fish…. as also I almost experienced once in my life… but for just 30 cm… I was safe…)  
         

 
 

Main suspect 
Just after writing the first version of this report, a friend of mine give me a feedback point out 
what could be a very feasible cause of the accident: collision (or attack?) from a needle-fish or 
another similar fish. At first, I was looking the needle-fish with closed mouth…  
Now, taking a look at this same fish with its open mouth, the two cuts in my foot can be 
perfectly explained!  
At the moment, this is the number one suspect:  
 

 
         

 
 
 

Photos collection 
In the following pages, there are pictures related to this report, including ugly photos of the rider 
injury.    

 



 
General view: surroundings of the accident spot. 

 
 
 
Typical conditions at the accident point, showing the shore break, open sea and standard conditions 
of water color/ underwater visibility. 

 
 



Original planned route (my preferred kitesurf session I ride quite often). 

 
 



Just after 5 minutes, I was back home… 

 
 
 
The needle-fish I saw was similar (size, shape, color) to this one (photo from internet). It was in the 

surface (5-10 cm deep). 

 



 
On the left: the board I was riding during de accident. 
On the right: my daily board (the one I ride for two years before the accident). 
 
In fact, my board got broken and I changed to another one just in the accident session. 
 
The accident occurred at the first time I was riding this“black” board (just a coincidence or the 
board color could really contribute to a possible fish attack?).  
 

  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
The board have a detail near the back foot (the 
one injured). This detail looks like a “bird”. 
Just another coincidence? 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

 
Foot position: view from the ride direction. 
 
 
The back foot strap was tighter than normal, so 
the back of my back foot was very close to the 
edge of the board. This condition could have 
contributed to this accident? 

 
 

 

 
Foot position (view from back) 
 
The bottom cut is located at a foot spot that is  
resting in the pad or board. How could 
something hit it so strongly in such more 
inaccessible location? 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 



 
After this accident, I will ride at least with a neoprene wet suit sock like this. (photo from internet). 
(In fact, I have one at home… if I already have an idea of what could happen…  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
WARNING 

The next pages contain ugly pictures! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
This was the second cut wound dressing after coming back from hospital!  
Still flooding blood and fluids. 

 
 
 

 
 



 

 
 
 

 
 



INTERNET SEARCH FOR SIMILAR REPORTS 
 

1) PAPER 

 

 
 
2) ?????????? 
 

 
 
3) How common are shark attacks on kiteboarders? 
https://kiteforum.com/viewtopic.php?t=2348667 
 
Back in the 90's a mako attacked a guys board in a race. Can't remember the exact place, but I think it 
was South Africa. This is the one. It may be the only attack recorded and was a bite on the board. 
 
4) https://www.seabreeze.com.au/forums/Kitesurfing/General/Flying-fish-to-the-face 
Flying fish to the face 



Laurie Byrne, who is a *** hot surf board shaper from Currawong, (nsw south coast) was surfing in 
Indo heaps of years ago and was hit whilst surfing a wave,  
The force, where it hit, was enough to paralyse his arm. He re learnt how to shape and now, quite a 
few WCT guys ride his boards.  
So, getting hit by a fish does happen. Getting struck by lightening would be higher!!!!! 
When I was over teaching in Cape Verde/ Sal, heard of a windsurfer being impaled through the leg 
by one of the bigger species of flying fish there,  
called justly; exocets. Another guy had his rib broken by one. Amazing fish. They fly for up to 40 
metres or more. Good target practice. 
A mate of mine was kitting allong and a stingray jumped out of the water and barbed him in is upper 
thigh!  
It left a massive hole in is thigh that took for ever to heal. He is now known by some as "stingray 
dave" pretty funny! sorry Bigwave. 
 
5) https://www.reddit.com/r/Kiteboarding/comments/24sj4x/if_you_hit_a_fish_while_kiting/ 
"Went on an epic Bay up winder and foil kitefishing trip today on my new 2014 Ocean Rodeo Razor 
and foil. Kited at Alameda with Yuri for a white in memory of LMG then went upwind in a flood 
under the Bay Bridge to around Angel Island and then downwind past TI to say hi to John von 
Tesmar as he was teaching a lesson. then to Berkeley. Foil hit several fish along the way which threw 
me clear off the board and sliced them almost completely in half. I felt bad and would have brought 
them for dinner but didn't have a way to carry them. " 
 
6) https://kiteforum.com/viewtopic.php?t=2400975 
The last few days riding the ocean at Cape Hatteras there have been lots of Spanish Mackerel, silver 
fish about 18 inches long, sometimes in large schools, and in addition to jumping either randomly or 
chasing/being chased, they seem to respond to passing kitesurfers by jumping, sometimes head high. 
I nearly got hit by one yesterday and dodged some more today. Kind of reminded me of the videos of 
Asian carp jumping in the Mississippi River. 
 
Good sized something-or-other jumped out and I got nailed in the thigh with it... Bit of a dead leg, 
like getting a gentle whack by a baseball bat. 
I'd rather fish fly at me than mangy filthy seagulls flying into my lines and kite :o 
 
7) https://kiteforum.com/viewtopic.php?t=2400975 
 
In the Sea of Cortez east of Baja California we get needlefish jumping and ‘trying’ to stab you. 
Usually the second person through so maybe the first  one scares them and they jump? Not really 
sure of the reason but if they hit you it’s a major problem. The needle nose breaks off in the muscle 
(or wherever you get hit) and tough to clean well and antibiotics are a must.  
Had people need hyperbaric oxygen chamber to stop the infection. Used to happen a lot but much 
less often now. Again, not really sure why. If there is a school of fish jumping, they are running from 
some predator, like sharks. You do not want to crash under those circumstances,  
so I would stay away from schooling fish. Also, mackerel have some nasty sharp teeth. I've been hit 
by some small fish, but most of the time I hit them such as some sharks.  
Last week I hit one that was about 5' long in 2-3' of water. Another rider gave me the fin sign and 
pointed to where it was but it  was too late as I hit him with the edge of my surfboard and with the 
fins. Fortunately it grazed off of him and did not stop me dead in the water.  
 


